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foreWord 

tno was founded in 1932 in oRdeR to stRengthen the 

netheRlands’ competitiveness. this is still veRy Relevant 

today and foRms an impoRtant paRt of ouR mission.  

tno assists industry by enabling it to use our broad-based knowledge for 

its products. this includes a wide range of disciplines, such as materials 

research, mechanical engineering, optics, mechatronics, human factors, 

and many more. however, the process of converting a technological 

invention into a product that can be manufactured efficiently and 

effectively is far from straightforward. it is not without good reason that 

tno also focuses on the implementation and optimization aspects of new 

products. an invention only becomes an innovation if it is actually used. 

this is why translating an invention into an efficient production process is 

a challenge in itself. in many cases, an additional complication is the 

speed and flexibility required by the value chain. this means working with 

different suppliers and maintaining short lines with the end-users. chain 

and group innovations are new phenomena.  

the dutch manufacturing industry is facing major challenges. continuous 

innovation and a structural increase in productivity and flexibility are 

needed in order to compete with the world’s best – and that applies not 

just to new products, but to existing ones as well. in addition, businesses 

have to be able to find and retain enough qualified employees. in that 

context, it is not sufficient to improve productivity and process flexibility – 

of greater importance is the need to make the best possible use of 

employee input. 

through this book, tno seeks to show that businesses can achieve all of 

this. together with tno, a large number of companies in the 

manufacturing industry have successfully created innovations in the field 

of productivity and flexibility with the help of input from their employees. 

Be inspired – we are here to help you!

arnold stokking

managing director, industrial innovation, 

tno
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IntroductIon

the natuRe of pRoduction in the manufactuRing  

industRy is changing. maRket demand is less pRedictable.  

the time-to-maRket is shoRteR, and pRoducts have an eveR-

shoRteR life cycle. this means that the manufactuRing 

chain has to incReasingly adapt to changing pRoduction 

volumes, shoRteR deliveRy times, smalleR seRies, and the 

pRoduction of customeR-specific vaRiants. at the same 

time, the pRopoRtion of oldeR employees is Rising due to 

the ageing population and the tRend foR woRking longeR 

into old age. anotheR factoR is the expectation that the 

size of the woRking population will shRink.

how can the manufacturing industry respond to these developments? 

the answer lies in being quick and flexible, raising productivity, and 

continually innovating. improved coordination in the manufacturing chain 

is another way, including working together with customers and suppliers 

to identify potential risks at an earlier stage in relation to design, 

production, service, and maintenance. and, last but not least, by using 

and developing the competencies of employees. 

production innovation

every day, the manufacturing industry uses production innovation 

knowledge and tools that have been devised by tno in order to meet 

these challenges. this is an interactive process that involves the 

relevant parties in the company in question. in addition to this know-

ledge and tools, the most important factor for success is involvement. 

the involvement of various company disciplines is essential for gaining 

support and momentum for pushing ahead with innovation. involvement 

is also essential because the minds of employees contain a great deal 

of knowledge and experience about the production process and the 

problems that occur on a day-to-day basis. and that knowledge and 

experience can only be tapped into by working together. tno has been 

providing practical support in this area for 25 years.

greater involvement of personnel and entrepreneurial drive

the primary aim of the projects in this book is to improve the 

performance of companies so that they are better equipped to face the 

future. for entrepreneurs, that of course is the most important thing. 

but there is more …
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some of the companies were asked what contribution the projects made 

to the appeal of the work among new and existing employees. here is a 

brief selection of the answers:

�  the employees who were critical slowly came round, and they ended 

up very positive! give them plenty of information, and give them time;

�  involvement has been enhanced by allowing people to add their input. 

their priority now is their internal customers. training and rotating 

employees is now much easier;

�  because of the new building and better layout, we are better able to 

recruit and keep  people;

�  people have introduced and assessed improvements themselves. 

that certainly helps!

�  we were forced to hold intensive discussions and to coordinate our 

activities. that led to much greater involvement and better teamwork, 

and more pleasure in our work!

�  it is as if we were given a mirror to look at ourselves. the work is now 

much more logical and more clearly organized. the training for the 

whole production line now takes nine months instead of eighteen 

months!

�  colleagues were given a shared insight into future processes, and 

that has led to greater cooperation. there are fewer errors, and the 

process of training new employees is now faster. tno really does 

bring about change!

what is particularly noticeable about all this? first, that the heart of  

the issue is that you should involve your employees with improvements 

– it really helps! second, that it is difficult for companies to distinguish 

between improving performance and making the work more attractive, 

but this way the two actually go together. the innovation of production 

processes, whether they are automated or not, depends primarily on the 

knowledge, motivation, creativity, and involvement of people, and that 

includes the actual work itself!

these, then, are outstanding projects that have simultaneously made 

work in the manufacturing industry more productive and attractive. 

there is much to learn in this area, and that also applies to those 

who are rightly concerned about the shortage of skilled personnel 

and engineers in our manufacturing companies.

innovating and making continuous improvements together with 

employees makes the work more challenging, more appealing and 

creates involvement, which in turn leads to greater productivity and 

company performance.  

klaas ten have, 

tno business line manager

innovation and sustainable productivity
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lean & floW factory: 
40% More turnover 
WIth the saMe nuMber 
of people  

supplying more products with the same number of people by making the 

primary process smarter and through a smarter product design. add the 

improvements to the work instructions, and you are on your way to the 

lean & flow factory, the result of a cooperative partnership stretching 

back years between biddle klimaatwerk and tno.

biddle is a company based in kootstertille (friesland) that develops and 

manufactures climate products. every year, thousands of air curtains, 

ventilation convectors, and air heaters are supplied to supermarkets, 

shops, offices, industrial buildings, and elsewhere. around 85 people 

are employed at the company in kootstertille, which has modern 

machinery and an extensive R & d department. in the past three years, 

biddle and tno have together designed the process for manufacturing 

components, assembly and dispatch according to flow. 

working in parallel on process and product improvements

since 2009, biddle has worked using lean in partnership with tno in 

order to streamline its sheet metal manufacturing process. a large 

proportion of the factory was refitted in 2010 for the punching, bending, 

spot welding and coating parts of the process. the assembly process 

for a part of the overall product family was equipped according to the 

principles of demand flow. assembly work had previously been done in 

batches at fixed work places, which meant a lot of walking back and 

forth and extra handling.

while the changes to the primary process were underway, it also proved 

necessary to make improvements to the product  structure. the results 

of the Product Design for Flow Assembly project were directly incorpo-

rated into the new assembly plan. this led to, among other things, 

a smaller variety of casings, not so many different straps, and greater 

access to the assembly locations. “it is very important to harmonize the 

activities of engineering and production employees at an early stage. 

the experiences gained are now being carried forward to the process 

of developing new machines,” explains sjouke land enthusiastically. 

sjouke is the production manager at biddle and leader of the lean 

team. “the change process that we went through with tno and our 

employees also led to greater involvement and motivation,” continues 

peter bethlehem, one of the key players in the team. 

Biddle KlimaatwerK
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improvements to work instructions

in 2012, biddle worked in a cluster of nine companies in order to 

improve work instructions for assembly. patrick Janssen, an industrial 

designer at biddle, talks eagerly of the experiences that biddle gained 

during the work instructions project. “we used to pass things on by word 

of mouth, but it was limited to bills of materials, while the content of the 

manuals dealt mostly with safety. the manuals were not easy to access. 

with the transition from batch-based assembly to one-piece-flow 

assembly, the total workload was divided into zones. the old manuals 

no longer corresponded to the actual process. moreover, there was a 

greater need to deploy employees more flexibly.”

“ we aRe veRy keen on this! we pRoduce 40% moRe, but 

without extRa people and without needing any extRa space! 

in addition, theRe is no longeR any need foR oveRtime 

duRing the busy peRiods. the guys in pRoduction aRe fully 

behind it too, and they contRibute towaRds impRoving the 

layout of theiR woRk places.”

“ as well as the incRease in 

pRoduction, it also offeRs 

many otheR benefits: the people 

acquiRe moRe knowledge and 

theRefoRe become moRe involved, 

and new employees, whetheR 

tempoRaRy oR not, can pick up 

the woRk moRe Rapidly because 

they do Just a small paRt of 

the assembly and can quickly 

leaRn it”.

 

sjouke land, manager production at biddle
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Biddle KlimaatwerK

biddle came to realize that work instructions actually come about during 

the design process, so responsibility lies with R&d. engineers set down 

draft instructions, and production checks whether or not they are 

correct. the production foremen ensure that the work instructions are 

altered in the event of any changes to the product. “working out the 

details of the work instructions takes half a day a week, on average,” 

estimates patrick. it is very important that they are implemented and 

safeguarded consistently, and that they are communicated effectively 

and convincingly. “the systematic incorporation and evaluation of work 

instructions leads to better coordination of engineering and production.”
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“ the demand flow pRoJect has changed the oRganization 

of ouR pRoduction enoRmously, fRom a tRaditional 

pRoduction company to a demand-dRiven pRoduction 

enviRonment. this has significantly incReased the 

involvement of the pRoduction employees, because they 

have to consideR theiR inteRnal customeR duRing the 

pRocess – that is, the next stage in the pRocess. the fiRst 

step is to optimize supply foR youR inteRnal customeR, 

followed by optimizing youR own woRk enviRonment – that 

Raises the inteRest of employees in the woRk pRocesses, 

and theRefoRe theiR motivation.” 

 

sjouke land

more turnover without extra people, and less haste

what has the overall change process resulted in for biddle so far? 

•	 	No	more	costly	overtime	when	pre-processing	orders.	That	saves	

around €15,000 per year. 

•	 	Two	FTEs	fewer	are	needed	during	pre-processing.	

•	 	25%	fewer	assembly	hours	per	machine.	

•	 	Reduction	of	WIP	(Work	in	Process)	of	around	€100,000.

•	 	The	investments	repay	themselves	within	one	year.	The	production	

process is calmer, less hectic, and there are no longer any rushed 

jobs. orders are entered on the input side of the assembly. 

the material is delivered to the assembly on the basis of kanban, 

in other words, working backwards from assembly-based demand.

the work places have been redesigned to make sure that the work is 

carried out more efficiently and ergonomically. examples include having 

the tools in the right places and lifting devices for dealing with heavy 

parts.

lean not just for production

“our working partnership with tno has now been expanded, to include 

order preparations. they refer to that as lean order processing at tno,” 

says sjouke land. lean is not just for production, but actually for 

the entire order preparation trajectory, including the supply chain. 

the project involves looking at streamlining the preparation of orders 

for standard or special orders, as the case may be. 
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optIMuM WorkfloW 
for custoM-Made 
productIon

in its new premises, de boer machines nederland used tno’s knowledge 

in order to coordinate its workflow in relation to custom-made machines. 

supplying small series and individual custom-made items in a short time 

requires not only optimum flow but also a reduction of waste and an 

efficiently organized method of change over the manufacturing process 

for one type of machine to another. together with tno, de boer devised 

solutions aimed at maintaining its competitive position.

de boer machines nederland supplies all aspects of machine building 

and is optimally equipped for the manufacture of medium-sized to heavy 

machines. the company enjoys a worldwide reputation on account of its 

pressing equipment for the brick industry. de boer machines employs 

around one hundred people, and in late 2010 it relocated from nijmegen 

to brand new premises on the bijsterhuizen business park in wijchen.

De Boer Machines neDerlanD

“ in niJmegen, we often had to wait aRound foR foRk-

lift tRucks oR hoists, oR foR items that had to be 

bRought fRom faR away. theRe is none of that in wiJchen, 

foRtunately. foR us, the layout is a big impRovement.”  

 
herbert aalbers, the deputy director of operations at de boer machines
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small series and individual items

like other companies in recent years, de boer machines has seen an 

increase in the demand for small series and individual orders to be 

supplied custom-made in a short time. as a result, there was a growing 

need to make the method for change over the manufacturing process for 

one type of machine to another more flexible. tno carried out several 

observations of how this method was performed during the overhaul of 

the ‘mould boxes’, before setting about the task with the staff. with the 

help of the ‘lean working’ idea, they jointly came up with solutions for 

better organizing the preparation of tools and for making the overall 

operation easier. 

for the design and layout of the new premises in wijchen, tno and 

de boer compared various production concepts with a view to obtaining 

optimum flow in every process. this also involved considering how to 

accommodate the machine-building activities from the company’s 

subsidiary in boxmeer.

maintaining competitive position

the recommendations made by tno were put to good use during the 

construction and design of the new company premises. much emphasis 

was also placed on providing facilities for simplifying the process of 

“ we aRe convinced that the new pRemises, including the 

impRoved layout and appeaRance, make it easieR foR us to 

RecRuit new people and to keep them heRe. the excellent 

design of the woRk place and equipment also mean that 

ouR employees aRe now much moRe motivated.” 

 
herbert aalbers
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De Boer Machines neDerlanD

handling heavy components. examples of this include a transport frame 

and a lifting unit for handling mould boxes. 

after the move to the new premises, the co-operation  with tno 

continued, with the focus now on the flow of orders, from the sale all 

the way to production – or lean-order processing. “creating flow in our 

business process in combination with a reduction in waste is vital if we 

wish to retain our competitive position,” explains herbert aalbers.

time bank

de boer also took part in a project with tno and five other companies 

on the flexible deployment of employees (see p. 52). “because of the 

greater fluctuation in demand, we are forced to deploy staff even more 

flexibly. as well as increasing the range of tasks that employees can 

perform, we also examined the possibility with tno of the options 

associated with a time bank. we have now introduced this.”
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process optIMIzatIon 
In the ManufacturIng 
supply chaIn of 
hIgh-end equIpMent     

the key question during the tno sme knowledge transfer project that 

was carried out in cooperation with the act was how each party in the 

manufacturing supply chain industry  could be strengthened by the others. 

six companies  from the high-end equipment sector in the eastern 

netherlands worked successfully in partnership with tno on both 

optimizing their own processes and on interaction in the supply chain.

the technology transfer centre - act supports the manufacturing 

industry in the achterhoek region in relation to all types of technological 

and business questions. the project saw cooperation in two supply 

chains: instrument building and special machine building.  

smaller series at lower cost

the supply chains in the manufacturing industry are facing increasingly 

changeable market demand; at the same time, they are expected to 

meet shorter delivery times, to be more flexible, and to come up with 

customer-oriented solutions. in order to maintain their competitive 

position, or even to enhance it, they have to respond quickly, in terms of 

both volume and product mix. the chain has to be in a position to supply 

smaller series at lower cost. cooperation between parties is needed to 

survive the squeeze on margins, and also to compete with the far east.

EastErn nEthErlands manufacturing companiEs and act 

in oRdeR to be competitive, oem companies (oRiginal 

equipment manufactuReRs) will have to innovate togetheR 

with theiR paRtneRs in the supply chain. also in this 

pRoJect we obtained Results by Reduction of lead times 

and costs. in ouR technology 

tRansfeR netwoRk in easteRn 

netheRlands we weRe happy to 

exchange expeRiences. in ouR 

Region we Realise that the maJoR 

competition will come fRom china. 

by shaRing expeRtise, smaRt 

communication and zeRo defects 

we will suRvive.  

 
martin stor, director at act
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six companies from the high-end equipment sector in the eastern 

netherlands worked jointly with tno and act to improve the 

performance of their processes. they represent two supply chains 

in the sector: instrument building and special machine building. 

the businesses from the former were bronkhorst high-tech, a developer 

and producer of mass flow meters, and four specialist suppliers for 

machining, bmi-thegon, hartman fijnmechanische industrie, mevo 

precision technology, and tieltjes precision parts. those taking part 

from the special machine building chain were special machine builder 

tumakon, and machinefabriek tuinte, who supply constructions and 

components.

together with these companies, tno developed ways of optimizing the 

individual processes and the interaction within the supply chain. among 

other things, this involved reducing order lead times, making the method 

for change over  production processes more flexible, creating a clearer 

overall picture regarding order planning, early-stage coordination 

between engineering and production on the manufacturability, 

and simplifying the control and supply of components based on the 

customer’s needs. the input by tno was aimed primarily at activating 

change processes among the participants and transferring knowledge 

and tools. this was done in individual work sessions at the companies’ 

premises themselves, and during sessions involving the customer and 

the supplier. Joint sessions were also held in the interim for the purpose 

of exchanging  experiences. 

the companies participating presented their results during the final 

meeting at bronkhorst high-tech in Ruurlo. 

Bronkhorst high-tech aims to halve its delivery times
“the sessions gave us fresh insights into such aspects as reducing 

intermediate waiting time   through the order process, making earlier 

evaluations with suppliers regarding the  manufacturability of compo-

nents, simplifying the logistical material flow for regular orders 

in accordance with ‘supermarket’, and eliminating waste during 

packaging,” explains bas strijker, who is 

responsible for engineering. “together 

with our partners, our aim is to reduce 

delivery times from between six and 

eight to between three and four weeks.” 

procurement manager hans bruins adds 

that bronkhorst high-tech regards the 

most significant benefit from the project 

as the stronger mutual trust in the 

manufacturing chain and the more 

structured approach to areas of 

improvement with the suppliers.

EastErn nEthErlands manufacturing companiEs and act 
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Bmi-thegon is aiming to halve its average lead time  
director harold groot Roessink is clear: “we need to reduce our lead 

times.” in the original process, looking for and handling tools and 

materials took up a lot of time. on top of that, the distances for 

transportation between successive machines in the production process 

were long. “now, the storage locations for incoming material, equipment 

and interim storage are in a better-ordered sequence, while unnecessary 

aspects have been eliminated from the process. some machines have 

been relocated so that orders can flow through in a more logical way. 

this led to an increase in productivity of around 6%. we have also been 

able to cut back on overtime. we now expect to halve our average lead 

time,” groot Roessink continues, enthusiastically. with the assistance 

of tno, the company, in partnership with bronkhorst high-tech, is moving 

towards the setting up of a supermarket from which orders that are 

easier to handle for the customer and the supplier can be delivered 

within a day in previously defined packaging units. 

hartman Fijnmechanische industrie is counting on a re duc-
tion oF at least 25% in production change over times  
production manager harry langenberg says, “after analysing the order 

lead time and examining the tno lean order processing checklist, we have 

put calculation, work preparation, planning, and issueing for production 

into one group. the result is easier  coordination and a reduction in 

errors. the progress of orders and delivery reliability are now monitored 

and measured more effectively. we also carried out an analysis of our 

production change over  process with tno in order to achieve greater 

supply flexibility. that led to action being taken to make the preparation of 

tools and machining equipment more efficient. we expect the production 

change over  times to be reduced by at least 25% as a result.” that will 

mean a direct increase in production capacity and enhance the ability 

of the company to meet customer demand for smaller batch sizes. 

langenberg adds, “bilateral discussions with bronkhorst high-tech have 

created greater insights for both parties into the options for making 

improvements to the engineering process and to logistics. in conse-

quence, a team has been put together to work on optimizing existing 

products, on the feasibility of new products, on simplifying logistics, 

and on the packaging process.”
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EastErn nEthErlands manufacturing companiEs and act 

tieltjes precision parts lays the Focus on organizing 
its conversion process more smartly
“the spindles  of our production machines have to turn,” is how director 

erwin tieltjes opened his presentation. during the supply chain project, 

the company had placed the emphasis on the smarter organization of its 

production change over  process. a wide range of orders comes in every 

day, which have to be delivered in ever-smaller batch sizes. making the 

company more flexible is therefore highly necessary. “we were fortunate 

that during the supply chain project with tno, a new employee started 

working for us who also knew about lean, 5s, and reducing set-up times, 

so we were able to make progress quickly. tno and the employees 

highlighted the production change over process at an experimental 

location on our premises, which we also filmed. working with the 

employees, we generated ideas for improvements, such as preparing 

toolsets more thoroughly in advance, keeping tools and machining 

equipment in a more ordered way, and clear guidelines as to what 

should be where. we did all this in the experimental location and the 

initial readings suggest that we have already made an average saving 

of 40 to 50% per change over ,” tieltjes adds eagerly. the experiences 

gained in the experiment will shortly be applied elsewhere in the 

company, which is now eyeing up the opportunities for reducing order 

lead times by organizing things differently.
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tumakon and tuinte working together on  
more eFFicient order Flow
in joint sessions involving representatives from both companies from 

the machine building chain and tno, an examination was made of how 

orders could flow through the process more efficiently. “the various 

disciplines of engineering, production and installation/maintenance 

each had their own planning schedules, but they were not adequately 

coordinated,” explains Robert pelgrim, operations manager at tumakon. 

“the result is that a lot of what we did when processing was ad hoc, and 

that we had to put in extra effort.” with a coordinated method for 

planning orders, both companies are now together better able to show 

the consequences of any problems or deviations and to better control 

individual processes based on the need to complete the order. there is 

also greater clarity regarding the number of employees needed and 

the lead time. “Rules have been drawn up, such as with regard to 

periodically evaluating the progress of orders. we also create a draft  

order flow schedule as early as the quotation stage in order to show how 

many employees we will need from the various disciplines, and also to 

check the feasibility of the delivery time. we believe that this approach 

will reduce the need to jump ad hoc from one project to another and that 

it will lead to a calmer process. that in turn will lead to reduced lead 

times and failure costs.”

“ theRe aRe thRee companies heRe, all of us with much in 

common, but we weRe too pReoccupied with ouRselves 

as individual companies. tno has helped up to haRmonize 

ouR planning and communications and to exchange the 

knowledge that exists in the manufactuRing chain moRe 

effectively. that meant, among otheR things, letting go 

of ouR individual planning modules and all woRking 

accoRding to the same one, in oRdeR to haRmonize ouR 

planning. it was veRy RewaRding to involve someone fRom 

outside the pRocess.” 

 
Robert pelgrim (left), operations manager at tumakon
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InnovatIng busIness 
process and 
product desIgn  

with the help of tno, bronkhorst high-tech has achieved significant 

innovations in three areas: 1) a new layout of the clean room for 

optimum flow, 2) improved work instructions for straightforward 

production with fewer failure costs, and 3) an improved product design, 

leading to a reduction in the time-to-market.

bronkhorst high-tech (bht) in Ruurlo is specialised in developing, 

calibrating, and testing of flow instruments. these high-quality and 

custom-made products are delivered all over the world to the chemical, 

semi-conductor, and process industries. 

with tno, innovations leading to an improvement in the company’s 

operations have been realized in three areas.

upgrading the clean room

part of the production at bht takes place in a clean room, which has a 

dust-free environment. an increase in the number and variety of 

products and more stringent requirements on the part of the market 

made it necessary for the clean room to be expanded and upgraded. 

using a product-process matrix, the entire production flow was identified 

with the help of tno, so that both the current capacity and the future 

capacity could be envisaged. this has enabled bht to target its 

responses to market demand and to adapt  its production capacity at 

any time. the first part of the method used for upgrading the clean room 

involved setting out the various production flows using a mas (assembly 

process scheme) and by making a distinction between main and sub-

Bronkhorst high-tech
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processes. the various operation  times for each product type and for 

each type of operation were then entered into a product-process matrix, 

which eventually led to an up-to-date overview of the various work 

places; this can be used for forecasting future manpower needs. this 

was all used to determine the new layout for the clean room, thereby 

creating an optimum flow. thanks to this new clean room, bht will be 

able to respond quickly and flexibly to the wishes and needs of 

customers in the future.

improving work instructions

"why we need to  focus on work instructions at bronkhorst high-tech?” 

this is how production leader eddo hissink began his presentation at the 

final meeting of the tno sme ‘assembly work instruction’ project. 

nine companies from the instrument, machinery and machine building 

sectors were involved in the project with tno for the purpose of improving 

instructions for assembly work. hissink continued, “several years ago, we 

started to organize our primary process according to the lean idea, and 

put it ‘in flow’. before that, employees used to make the entire product, 

but there were all kinds of delays on the way concerning materials, semi-

manu factured goods, and end-products. the work has now been split up 

into separate processes with a logical sequence of work places and tools. 

the original work instructions contained a lot of text and tables and it was 

very difficult to look anything up. finding the right work instructions was 

laborious and there was also a great deal of unneces sary information.” 

together with tno, work was started on improving the work instructions. 

the so-called ‘exploded view’ drawings that were already available through 

3d cad, were set out in a logical sequence, with text being added to them 

in the case of critical operations. everything is presented in a consistent 

and clear manner, with as few references to specific article numbers as 

possible. that, after all, makes maintenance easier.

work instructions have been drawn up for each stage in the process flow, 

to help new employees quickly learn (with additional supervision). 

instructions have been divided into two categories – basic instructions 

for general and frequently occurring actions, and product-specific 
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Bronkhorst high-tech

instructions for the successive assembly stages with critical assembly 

and test operations. the management of work instructions is organized 

centrally, with the q engineers. because the production employees are 

continually adding texts on critical operations to the exploded view 

drawings, and to the instructions, they are improving all the time. actual 

colleagues receive the information in smaller portions that are related to 

their task – this means that fewer errors are made. new colleagues, 

meanwhile, can be taught more quickly. “this takes us much closer to 

flow production. work instructions make the work at bht easier. it leads 

to less complicated production and fewer failure costs,” says eddo 

hissink.  

Reducing the time-to-market

higher quality and a reduction in the time-to-market are part of the 

continuous improvement process at bht. against that background, a 

design review has been carried out in conjunction with tno to obtain 

assembly-based product design, involving as few risks, and as low 

integrated costs, as possible. the question of when design for 

assembly (dfa) should be included in the R&d stage has led to lively 

discussions between the departments concerned. the process for a 

new product, made up of 3d printing components, has been developed 

with the help of the working method mas, and an estimate made of the 

time needed. every operation has been tested using the tno checklist 

for assembly-friendly design. areas for improvement were agreed upon 

for the purpose of simplifying the construction of the product, for 

reducing certain handling such as tilting and rotating, and for ensuring 

fewer separated  components, easier positioning and accessibility. 

the conclusion after the design review that dfa should be included 

from the very beginning of a new development was unanimous. 

by highlighting from the very beginning the risks, service, assembly-

friendliness, larger series, outsourcing to suppliers and the inter-

changeability involving multidisciplinary teams, the design can be 

optimized more quickly, thereby reducing the time-to-market.

“ because of the  analysis of the manufactuRability  

employees have gained a cleaR idea of futuRe pRocesses. 

eveRyone now has a betteR undeRstanding of the 

consequences of decisions that aRe often taken at 

an eaRly stage of the development pRocess, and that 

leads to gReateR coopeRation.”  
 
bas strijker, engineering manager at bronkhorst high-tech
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optIMIzatIon of 
nag MaIntenance 
coMpanIes’ processes  

what can be done to optimize the primary processes of new products 

and maintenance within companies supplying the aero space industry? 

this was the key question of the project that tno carried out together 

with the nag at five companies. the focus lay on shortening lead times, 

lean manufacturing, and structuring production. thanks to the tno sme 

programme, the project has helped improve the competitive position of 

a number of aerospace smes in an inspiring way.

the netherlands aerospace group (nag) seeks to improve the 

competitive position of its members in the global aerospace market. it 

does so by means of the following three main activities: promotion, 

exchanging knowledge, and representing the members to stakeholders. 

the tno sme technology cluster programme is used for creating 

momentum among the participants for carrying out innovations in the 

primary process with the expertise of tno, and for exchange  the results 

more broadly to the sector.  

during the final meeting, tno showed how the nag members could 

reduce their lead times and waste, and how they could deploy their 

employees more efficiently. the three participating companies - avio-

diepen, ndf special light products, and kve composites group – shared 

their experiences with the nag-affiliated companies who were present.

avio-diepen
avio-diepen in alphen a/d Rijn is a stock-holding supplier of components 

for the aviation industry. their reason for taking part in the project was 

the greater number of aog (aircraft on ground) orders and their too low 

and fluctuating delivery performance. “using an order process scheme, 

Maintenance coMpanies affiliated to  
the netherlands aerospace Group (naG)
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Maintenance coMpanies affiliated to  
the netherlands aerospace Group (naG)

tno went through all our company disciplines and examined our 

complete process and established that our average order lead time was 

two days, for order processing, picking, all the way to delivery. from this 

analysis and the tno lean checklist, what stood out most were the 

waiting times between successive process stages,” explains anneloes 

de koning, the avio-diepen quality assurance manager in her 

presentation. “we defined the areas for improvement in the work 

sessions, some of which have now been acted upon. high delivery 

reliability is crucial for avio-diepen. since the start of the project, the 

number of late deliveries has been reduced from 8 to 4%”. 

at the same time, efforts have been made at avio-diepen at deploying 

its staff more flexibly. a competency matrix was drawn up, featuring 

employees versus competencies. the 3 x 3 rule was used to see where 

a broader base of employees is needed. the starting point is that every 

employee should be able to perform at least three tasks, and that at 

least three employees should be able to perform each task. cross-

training is now underway in order to broaden people’s knowledge. 

ndF special light products
ndf special light products in Roosendaal specializes in special lighting 

technology for both the professional and decorative markets. together 

with tno, the company worked on three programmes: 

1)  order flow of a new product, where various people from sales, 

engineering, purchasing, and production were shown when specific 

activities had to be ready in order for the delivery time not to be 

jeopardized. problem areas were identified and courses of action to 

be taken set out.

2)  design and layout of a clean room for a new generation of lcd 

backlight products. the analysis of process stages and of the 

required work areas formed the basis for the design and the layout. 

frank van der schans, an engineer at ndf, says, “the clean room now 

operates satisfactorily and the employees are always helping to 

improve it. that involvement is really important.”

3)  development and design review of a new type of fluorescent lamp, 

with the aim of modifying the prototype to allow for easy and more 

robust assembly. with the help of the tno mas (assembly process 

scheme) method, each of the stages has been examined with the 

employees using the tno product design for flow assembly 

checklist. improvements were implemented for the pilot run. ndf 

“ we neveR Really allowed 

ouRselves the time to take a calm 

look at the flow. with someone 

fRom outside, you do take the 

time, and it is no bad thing to heaR 

now and again how things should 

be done.”  

 
frank van der schans, engineer at ndf
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engineer frank van der schans: “the development of the new lighting 

technique has led to an entirely new production process at ndf. the 

production employees and tno together made a critical evaluation of 

the process, simplified the work method, and implemented a number 

of improvements.”

kve composites group
kve composites group concentrates on the development and production 

of composite products. together with tno, the company worked on 

optimizing the work place flow in its ypenburg branch. “the original layout 

was not clear, and led to a lot of extra activity,” recalls max willekens, 

product engineer at kve. with a kve project group, tno drew up a 

product-process matrix for determining the number and type of work 

places that would be needed. the employees then helped to calculate 

what was required in terms of equipment and spaces, and the result was 

a new company layout, including the addition of a new hall. “with the new 

layout, we expect the amount of time spent handling materials and tooling 

to be about 25% shorter. but we will also see an increase in productivity 

due to more efficient production.”

“ duRing the meetings, the companies taking paRt had the 

chance to discuss pRactical methods and expeRiences, 

and to immediately adopt them. the nag membeRs weRe 

given the instRuments by the 

tno team foR getting staRted in 

theiR oRganizations. it is inspiRing 

how the competitive positions of 

seveRal aeRospace sme's have been 

impRoved, thanks to the tno sme 

pRogRamme.” 

 
diana nikolova,  

business support manager nag
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10-20% shorter lead 
tIMe In coach-Work 
ManufacturIng   

the restructuring and more detailed preparation of orders have made 

the production process more efficient, with shorter lead times and lower 

production costs as a result.

brinks carrosserieën is an enterprise based in the dutch region twente, 

which in eighty years has evolved from a small bodywork and trailer 

business into a renowned company with a wide range of products. it is a 

total supplier, with the production of trailers and specific loading 

platforms  as part of its overall product package, and trailer and tail-lift 

service, damage repair, renovation, and modifications to all kinds of 

constructions among the range of products and services provided. in the 

new build sector, the company specializes in supplying custom-made 

truck-loading cranes, hook-lift and cable systems, tippers, and trailers, 

including refrigerated trailers. 

5s (workplace arrangement) and reduction in waste

at brinks carrosserieën, orders required more time, the further they 

progressed along the primary process. delivery times and margins came 

under pressure. how could we make the process of bodywork 

construction more efficient, with shorter lead times and fewer failure 

costs? tno set to work at brinks carrosserieën in hengelo with this 

question in mind.

Brinks Carrosserieën

“ using the new appRoach, we Recently concluded a 

pRoJect foR a customeR in exactly the numbeR of houRs 

scheduled and at a cost of 10% below budget.”  

 
Jan gerrit vink, brinks director 
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in a number of successive projects, a team from brinks worked together 

with tno on 5s, on redesigning the work place, and on lean – in other 

words, on reducing waste. this was done to some extent as part of a 

cluster with the carrosserienl trade association.

the redesign and the reordering of work places and material storage in a 

logical sequence resulted in orders and materials being dealt with more 

efficiently. to that end, the cas instrument – the bodywork process 

scheme – was used, with which the building process was dissected and 

prepared. this was done in close cooperation with sales, purchasing, 

the company management, and production staff.

 “large series of more than ten items, for example, often took many 

hours more than they should. lead times and costs were therefore a 

heavy burden on the company, partly because of our small team of 25 

people and the great diversity of our range. overruns of 10% or more in 

terms of planned production time, lead time, and costs were no 

exception,” says brinks director Jan gerrit vink.

shorter lead time

because of the more detailed preparation of larger-scale new building 

projects, it is easier to manage the process and to make tighter 

schedule agreements with customers. “we have seen the lead time 

reduced by 10 to 20% because of this approach. ultimately, this will 

result in greater turnover per m2 of work space, which was one of our 

objectives. this, in combination with the improved structure of the 

process, has led to a noticeable decrease in production costs – and at 

the present time, that is an absolute necessity, given the sharp decline 

in market sale prices. it is important that we stick to the new work 

method, including with incidental orders.” 
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neW productIon cell  
WIth greater produc-
tIvIty and reduced 
physIcal load  

together with tno, merford cabins has set up a new production cell for 

the assembly of a special seat for crane operators on container cranes. 

this occurred in the context of the tno sme efficiency and healthy work 

place design project, in which four other companies in the manufacturing 

industry, in addition to merford cabins, took part. the result is clear 

enough: greater productivity and less physical load on the production 

employees.

merford cabins develops, produces, and supplies cabins and seats for 

different types of crane, specific vehicles, machines, and plants all over 

the world. the company is based in gorinchem.

new production cell

one of merford cabins’ top priorities is ergonomics. that applies to its 

products and to their actual production alike. merford cabins director 

daan potters emphasizes the importance of the right working conditions 

for manufacturing crane cabins. ”ships are getting larger and longer all 

the time, so container cranes have to be larger in order to keep up, which 

means the operators have to work much more quickly.” the company 

recently set about improving the ergoseat production cell. the ergoseat 

is a special seat for crane operators, which has been evaluated by tno. 

in the old production environment, work was carried out on pallets on the 

floor – the parts were welded, with the heavy welded parts regularly being 

lifted and the individual components of the seat being assembled in the 

cabin. this meant that the production employees had to manoeuvre 

Merford Cabins

“ wheneveR you want to implement changes, you always Run 

up against some snag oR otheR. when it manifests itself, 

the employees aRe always Ready to say, ‘told you so, we 

knew it wouldn’t woRk’. taking 

the step to actually do things 

diffeRently is theRefoRe not easy. 

what helped in this case was 

that the guys on the flooR weRe 

impRessed that an oRganization 

like tno was involved. it pRompted 

a lot of people to staRt thinking 

diffeRently.” 
 
daan potters, director merford cabins
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themselves into very awkward positions. together with tno, a design was 

made for a new production line that meets today’s ergonomic standards. 

stillage

in the new production cell, welding work is carried out at a working level; 

the components are all located on a universal stillage that is used for 

internal and external transport. all the assembly work takes place 

outside the cabin.  at the end of the assembly  process  the whole seat 

is mounted into  the cabin, before being tilted into place and fitted in 

accordance with the individual customer’s wishes. for the production 

employees this means that there is hardly any lifting of heavy parts by 

hand, that the need to adopt awkward postures pre-assembly and post-

assembly has been sharply reduced, and that unnecessary handling of 

materials has been eliminated.

Joint project

as part of the joint tno sme project, tno introduced ergonomic know-

ledge and provided concrete recommendations  towards the creation of 

optimum work places. in individual sessions, the participating companies 

and tno set about making the changes almost immediately, while during 

the joint meetings, the parties swapped experiences and looked critically 

at each other’s processes and work environments. for every company, 

the end-result was twofold – work places that were more productive and 

less in physical load. the project was concluded with a joint presentation 

of the results to companies in the manufacturing industry.
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Work InstructIons for 
perforMIng asseMbly 
Work effIcIently – 
gettIng It fIrst tIMe rIght  

innovating work instructions for performing assembly work was a key 

part of the sme knowledge transfer programme that tno carried out in 

partnership with syntens innovation centre, involving nine companies 

from the equipment, instrument, and machine building sectors. it 

concerned both companies that assemble product mixes in flow and 

machine building  companies with an engineering-to-order environment. 

here, we highlight two of the companies, fri-Jado and hytrans systems. 

Fri-Jado in etten-leur is active in the markets of the food retail, food 

service and non-food retail sectors. an all-round installation and service 

company and system integrator, fri-Jado operates primarily in the dutch 

market. its most important fields are refrigeration technology, electrical 

engineering, security, and automation in stores.

Hytrans Systems in lemmer specializes in the development and assembly 

of systems for large-scale mobile water transport and of mobile traffic 

signal systems. the systems are delivered all over the world.

assembly process scheme – mas – as the basis

work instructions are an increasingly important tool for securing the 

quality of the assembly process. quality here refers to minimum failure 

costs, short lead times, ease of learning, and a high level of 

reproducibility of the process. in practice, work instructions are often 

too brief, bear too little relation to the task in hand, and are insufficiently 

systematically updated. these factors, as well as the unpredictable 

nature of market demand and the flexible deployment of employees, 

mean that innovation of work instructions is essential. 

innovating work instructions for performing assembly work was a key 

part of the sme knowledge transfer programme that tno carried out in 

partnership with syntens, involving nine companies from the equipment, 

instrument, and machine building 

sectors. it concerned companies that 

assemble product mixes in flow and 

machine building companies with an 

engineering-to-order environment. the 

companies participating were biddle, 

eleq, hytrans systems, bandall, 

bronkhorst high-tech, ithodaalderop, 

bronneberg, fri-Jado, and tobroco. 

 

using the mas method – the assembly 

process scheme – the assembly proces-

ses (for sample products) used by the 

Fri-Jado, Hytrans systems 
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participating companies were designed with the assistance of the emplo-

yees, and work instructions created and/or made more relevant to the 

sub-processes. to ensure that information was transferred as effectively 

as possible, guidelines were used for text and images. below are the case 

histories for fri-Jado and hytrans systems. elsewhere in this booklet, you 

can find out more about how the improvement in work instructions was 

experienced by biddle, bronkhorst high-tech and tobroco.

greater focus on work instructions also leads to improvement in 

product design

at fri-Jado, the instructions are presented digitally on a screen, for each 

zone on the line and for each product type. they are managed on a 

demand basis via a barcode on the pallets. the screen shows an image 

with text. however, the texts proved to be too long, and as part of the 

project, they were changed into key points, set out in chronological order. 

some photographs were replaced by 3d images, which convey the 

message more effectively. in parallel with the improvements to the 

work instructions, an examination was made with the engineers and 

production employees of possible improvements to the product design 

of a food buffet unit. the result was a simpler assembly process and 

work instructions that were easier to follow.

setting down and transferring critical process information

the first thing hytrans did with tno was to examine  the building 

process of a machine, with the help of mas. it was immediately clear 

that not every bill of materials corresponded to the assembly process. 

different parts of a module were needed at different stages of the 

product building process. as a result, focusing on the aspects of the 

building process and their related work instructions led to an 

improvement in how the structure of the bills of materials was 

organized. “in our company, we do not have much to do with turnover 

in employees. with a drawing and a bill of materials, most assembly 

“ tno pointed to the way to ‘possible’ solutions that we 

had alReady been consideRing foR a long time, but which 

we had not implemented because they would take too 

long oR RequiRe too much investigation. at that point, tno 

came along with a pRagmatic appRoach so that changes 

could be put into effect moRe quickly than you Realized. 

as a consequence, people feel 

moRe involved because theRe aRe 

visible Results, and the final 

Result has been accepted without 

any difficultly. it means that the 

Relevant decisions aRe taken 

moRe quickly and the end-Result 

achieved moRe quickly.” 

 

ben van sunten,  

manager operations at fri-Jado
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Fri-Jado, Hytrans systems 

operators  can reproduce the process. for more complex actions, 

such as alignments using special tools, it has proved useful to have 

addi tional instructions. we are now making more detailed instructions 

for larger systems, with an emphasis on critical action, safety, and 

testing,” says Johan de kuijper, the head of the process planning 

department. “as far as hytrans is concerned, an instruction is 

acceptable when an experienced assembly operator is able to test 

the installation using a document.” 

for the testing instructions, hytrans is considering placing digital 

screens in the assembly areas on which drawings can be shown. 

the company can also see the benefits of early-stage kick-offs with 

engineers and assembly operators when new products are introduced 

and when major changes are taking place. this will make it easier to 

evaluate and share expertise on the intended building proce

“ we weRe alReady looking at ouR woRk instRuctions and 

have Realized that eveRything in that aRea could be done 

much moRe efficiently. things weRe put down on papeR 

but neveR Read, people did not even know they had been 

set down on papeR, and so on. when we heaRd that tno 

had set up a clusteR in Relation to this issue, we decided 

to Join. although we do have ideas, actually putting them 

into pRactice is anotheR matteR, and tno is veRy helpful 

in shaping the ideas in a pRactical way. it was a catalyst 

foR us; by involvement of people 

fRom outside the company we 

weRe foRce to think in anotheR 

way. moReoveR, being in the 

clusteR gave us the oppoRtunity 

to find out how otheR companies 

do things. that is useful too, 

sometimes because it is a lesson 

in how not to do something.” 

 

Johan de kuijper, head of process 

planning at hytrans systems
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effectIve learnIng 
and Work 
InstructIons

as part of the tno ez co-financing R&d programme, tno examined, with 

daf trucks, weir minerals, and total productivity, what the most effective 

way would be for these organizations to teach and train their employees 

about assembly work. at daf trucks, the result was electronic work 

instructions, and at weir minerals a format and a method for developing 

the instructions. total productivity discovered more about the effect of 

age on different concepts of learning instructions.

DAF Trucks – a subsidiary of the american paccaR inc, one of the largest 

producers of heavy trucks in the world – is a leading producer of light, 

medium-sized, and heavy trucks. daf is also leading in the services 

behind the product: its multisupport repair and maintenance contracts, 

financial services by paccaR financial, and first-class provision of 

components. in addition, daf develops and produces components like 

axles and engines for bus and coach manufacturers throughout the 

world. daf trucks has production facilities in eindhoven (the 

netherlands), westerlo (belgium), and leyland (united kingdom).

DAF Trucks, Weir MinerAls neTherlAnDs,  
ToTAl ProDucTiviTy 
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DAF Trucks, Weir MinerAls neTherlAnDs,  
ToTAl ProDucTiviTy 

Weir Minerals Netherlands in venlo is part of the scottish company, weir 

group plc. it designs and produces technically sophisticated industrial 

pumps. weir is an international firm and ranks in the top six of the 

world’s largest pump manufacturers. the products are used in mining, 

the production of raw materials, pipeline transport, energy extraction, 

wastewater purification, and in other fields.  

Total Productivity in broek op langedijk conceives and builds production 

resources for customers in the manufacturing industry, from limited 

alterations all the way to entire work places or production lines and 

related software platforms for instructions and quality assurance, 

whether it involves products in large or small series.

the effective way to learn

what is the most effective way for employees to learn when product 

varieties are changing all the time? how do you determine whether 

someone is sufficiently familiar with the relevant knowledge? and what 

form do the work instructions that support experienced and 

inexperienced employees alike in the assembly process take? does age 

play a role? these were the key questions in the project that tno carried 

out with daf trucks, weir minerals, and total productivity, as part of the 

tno ez co-financing R&d programme.

electronic work instructions

assembly line employees at daf trucks in eindhoven have to be able to 

master a variety of work tasks. before anyone can start using electronic 

work instructions, it is important to know whether they are sufficiently 

familiar with the work. a decision is then taken as to whether the 

employee in question needs extra supervision when working. for the 

assembly of slow movers, an instrument has been developed in 

partnership with tno that the team leader can use to determine whether 

an employee is skilled enough for the line position where he works. in the 

next stage, various electronic work instruction options are compared and 

assessed with a group of production and work preparation employees. 

the new electronic instructions are first tested before being implemented.

format and method

“in the current situation, the experienced assembly operators possess a 

great deal of knowledge in their heads. there are work instructions, but 

they are not used enough,” says ad kock, innovation engineer at weir 

minerals. together with a weir working group, tno used the mas – the 
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assembly process scheme – to explore  the assembly process in stages. 

the employees then helped to categorize the various stages according to 

their complexity, after which the sequence of the most complex stages 

and the critical operations within them were identified. this formed the 

basis for working out the details of the work instructions, for both 

experienced and less experienced employees. in consultation with 

engineering, process planning and assembly, a format and method were 

devised for establishing the work instructions, and for keeping them up to 

date and amending them.

effects of age

how effective are learning instructions and does age play a role here? 

this was the key question for total productivity. to find the answer, tno 

carried out an investigation together with the  university in amsterdam 

into the effects of learning instructions for a simple assembly task 

among both older and younger people. the quality and speed with which 

the tasks were performed were measured after a period of instruction of 

around thirty minutes. the researchers also checked to see if the 

participants still remembered these aspects after two days, and whether 

the quality and speed of their work remained the same if they were 

carrying out an additional duty to the assembly task in question. 

the results showed, among other things, that it all depends on the 

instruction method. older people in particular perform better if they 

receive instructions with 

explicit explanations. peter Jan 

zwart of total productivity says, 

“we thoroughly supported this 

experiment and made our 

resources available for it 

because we would like to know 

about the effectiveness of 

automated work instructions 

and possible differences 

between people. this 

knowledge will help us with the 

continued development of our 

instruction and monitor 

platform.”
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consIderable 
reductIon In tIMe 
needed to asseMble 
Wheel loaders 

tobroco machines in oisterwijk has started using a new flow assembly 

line with which it has successfully achieved a more efficient product mix 

of different versions of wheel loader. the transition to flow assembly led 

to a considerable reduction in  the assembly process time. improve-

ments to the work instructions shortened the amount of time needed for 

training employees to work on the entire production line from eighteen 

to nine months.

tobroco machines manufactures wheel loaders, fertilizing machines, 

and low loader trailers for agriculture, horticulture, and earthmoving. 

the company’s main activity is the wheel loaders, which it designs and 

builds. welded parts are supplied and the final assembly work takes 

place in the factory in oisterwijk. with a team of 95 enthusiastic 

employees, the firm builds around 1,500 wheel loaders a year. the 

range of wheel loaders extends to 25 different models.

frame on a carrier

working together with tno, a team from tobroco set about the task of 

converting the original assembly process into one that fulfilled the 

principles of demand flow and lean. the original assembly method at the 

factory in oisterwijk involved building the wheel loaders individually at a  

particular location. this meant a lot of extra handling in order for the 

materials to be collected for each order and to bring them to the location 

in question. 

Tobroco Machines 

“ theRe weRe thRee things that happened at the same 

time. we moved to new pRemises, we implemented  a new 

waRehouse, and we staRted pRoducing a numbeR of new 

models. we had often thought about pRoducing on a line 

basis, and this seemed like the Right time to staRt. we 

bRought in tno because 

they have expeRience in 

setting up flow assembly 

lines.” 

 
michel vriens, quality and 

production innovation manager 

at tobroco
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with the assistance of tno, the employees drew up an assembly 

process scheme (mas) for the product mix. a product-process matrix 

was then used to identify the differences in the individual pre-assembly, 

final assembly, testing, and dispatch processes. alternative concepts for 

flow assembly were subsequently worked out, with particular attention 

being paid to moving the wheel loaders down the line and to 

establishing where materials need to be kept. “the frame of the 

machines under production is now on a carrier which is moved in phases 

to more than 23 zones. pre-assembly items, such as the engine and the 

hood, are constructed immediately alongside the line and incorporated 

onto the line in the relevant zone. materials and resources are present 

at the zone on the line where they are needed. the assembly operators  

work wherever it is necessary. an extra major advantage is that the 

assembly work takes place in small stages, so that the learning process 

for new employees  is much easier,” explains michel vriens. 

considerable reduction in assembly time

tobroco started operating its new flow assembly line in oisterwijk in 

early 2011. it has led to a considerable reduction in assembly time of 

each wheel loader, and can be used for a wide product mix. “the results 
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Tobroco Machines 

are so good that we are also going to set up a line for the pre-assembly 

of welded frames.”

digital work instructions

in a tno sme cluster project involving nine companies, tobroco and 

tno together looked at the options in relation to digital work instructions 

for each zone and product type on the basis of the available data on 

product details held by tobroco. the aim was to show step-by-step work 

instructions for each zone, including photographs, images and various 

options, in both dutch and english languages, for the benefit of non-

dutch employees. tobroco has opted for paperless instructions: 

“we calculated that we can save around sixty man hours a week – just in 

overheads – if we move to digital work instructions,” says michel vriens. 

“in the project, we have organized the work instructions into a relevant 

sequence and were prepared for the transition to digital.”

“ the tRansition to flow assembly has consideRably 

Reduced the time spent on assembly woRk. the stRuctuRe 

of the pRocess also looks moRe pRofessional. it is cleaR 

that the employees aRe veRy enthusiastic and aRe keen 

to leaRn moRe. thanks in paRt to the impRovements to 

the woRk instRuctions, the time needed foR tRaining 

employees to woRk anywheRe on the pRoduction line has 

been cut fRom eighteen months to nine months. we expect 

that time can be Reduced even fuRtheR in the futuRe.”
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reductIon In lead tIMe 
and faIlure costs 
by IMproveMents In  
order preparatIon 

in a variety of projects, a number of companies in partnership with tno 

started using lean order processing. improving the preparation of 

orders in the sales – engineering –process planning – purchasing – 

planning trajectory resulted in a reduction in lead times and failure 

costs. this led to highly promising results. three companies - kinkelder, 

inmaco, and boon edam – tell their story.

Kinkelder in zevenaar specializes in the production of circular saws for 

professional applications. their raw materials are high-alloy sheet steel 

and cemented carbide. Round sections are cut from this sheet material 

which are then hardened and grinded. the most important market is the 

automotive industry. 

Inmaco in hoogeveen develops machines for the production of paper 

packaging for the food industry and others. inmaco supplies its 

machines all over the world, usually adapted to the wishes of the 

customer.  

Boon Edam is the international market leader in the field of access 

technology and specializes in the development of revolving doors and 

access systems. it employs more than 1000 people worldwide, in 

production companies in the netherlands, china, and the united states, 

and in service and sales organizations in twenty countries.

lean order processing

it has been shown time and again that inadequate preparation of 

quotations and inefficient processing of orders across the engineering, 

process planning and purchase processes leads to hold-ups during 

production and assembly, and therefore to increasing failure costs. two 

examples of how things can go wrong: 1) order specifications that have 

to be modified after the order has been confirmed, even though the 

delivery date has been agreed upon, and 2) lack of awareness at an 

early enough stage of when which parts have to be ordered so that the 

materials needed for assembly are available. with the pressures of 

fluctuating market demand and shorter delivery times, and the need to 

keep costs under control, these problems are becoming more and more 

acute.

KinKelder, inmaco, Boon edam
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Reducing lead times and waste – or lean order processing – starts by 

harmonizing successive stages of order processing early on, and 

through clear external and internal communication. lean concerns not 

just the manufacturing  process here, but also – and very much so – the 

process preceding it. disruptions to the overall process can be reduced 

by assessing the risks associated with order specifications at an early 

stage, by making the intended order process visible at an early stage, 

and by evaluating the feasibility milestones for engineering and supplies 

and the level of available manpower at an early stage. it is also about 

ensuring that everyone involved understands the benefit and importance 

of organizing the process more smartly, with clear release moments and 

rules.

three companies – kinkelder, inmaco, and boon edam – were joined by 

tno in order to make lean order processing part of their everyday 

operations.

kinkelder reduces lead times By one third
kinkelder and tno looked at enabling orders to flow rather than sub 

optimisation at local work places. previously, orders were issued weekly 

to production, which resulted in sub-optimization at the various 

machines and work places. now, the production orders are issued on a 

daily basis and optimized on the machine with the greatest capacity. 

cooperation between planning and production employees in this area is 

excellent. production provides the planning department with the right 

information regarding the amount of time needed for which type and size 

of saw. this means that the previous ‘tsunami’ of orders has been 

replaced by a continuous steady stream. on the shop floor, the order 

input and output locations for the different days of the week are colour-

KinKelder, inmaco, Boon edam
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coded and shown in clearly delineated areas. kinkelder quality manager 

walter van marwijk says of the result, “the lead time has been reduced 

from fifteen to ten days. the process runs more smoothly and less 

chaotically, and the people have a clearer idea of what is happening 

overall.”

inmaco elects For coordinated order planning
together with tno, inmaco examined the possibilities for preparing and 

fulfilling orders in a more efficient way. from an analysis performed by 

tno and the employees, there appeared to be too little coordination 

between the successive phases involving sales, engineering, 

purchasing, and assembly. this led to the need for extra work on the 

part of the assembly and order preparation employees for the orders to 

be delivered according to plan. information on when which drawings and 

which parts had to be ready by in order for the assembly process to run 

without any disruptions was clearly shown on order process schemes. 

work was carried out on setting up a coordinated planning process for 

the purpose of better monitoring and making visible the required level of 

manpower. 
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KinKelder, inmaco, Boon edam

“ foR us, it is standaRd that nothing is standaRd. that 

makes lean manufactuRing complicated, duRing the 

sessions with tno, it became cleaR that we not only had 

to plan moRe effectively, but moRe especially that we 

had to keep ouR colleagues thRoughout the company 

infoRmed about the planning. that incReased eveRyone’s 

sense of involvement and 

theRefoRe theiR sense of uRgency. 

at the same time, by pRepaRing 

betteR you can concentRate 

betteR on oRdeRs, deploy moRe 

people, shoRten the lead time, 

and not have so many oRdeRs 

clutteRing up the pRocess at 

once.”   

 
gerard markhorst, director at inmaco
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Boon edam improves its order entry process
following on from an earlier project with tno for streamlining the layout 

of its production, the order flows at boon edam were identified. this 

revealed that disruptions arose because products initially designated as 

standard nevertheless required certain options or non-standard 

construction methods further along the process. this meant additional 

engineering work for which special components sometimes had to be 

ordered that were subject to long delivery times. to improve this, 

the checklist used by boon edam during the sales order configuration 

process was expanded and made more relevant, so that the product 

was clearly defined at the order entry stage. a distinction was then 

made between three types of order flow: 1) standard, 2) standard 

plus customer-specific alterations, and 3) specials, which require a 

specialized project team. each flow has its own colour code, so there 

can be no doubt what type of flow is being worked on.

“ we have staRted allocating employees to oRdeR type 3, 

the gReen pRocess flow, and the Results so faR aRe veRy 

pRomising. by pRogRessing to lean, we have noticed that 

we aRe able to pRovide betteR seRvice foR ouR customeRs, 

while deRiving benefits ouRselves in the pRoduction 

pRocess.” 

 

mark koning, senior operations manager at boon edam



greater productIvIty 
through  
5s – orderIng  
Work places  

working together with the employees at goma in hengelo, tno applied 

the 5s method to the company’s production of sheet metal – the result 

was greater productivity through a reduction in waste. in practical terms, 

this means less searching, less material handling, and better organized 

storage of resources and tools.

goma is an internationally-oriented supplier that specializes in high-

quality sheet metal products, including both semi-manufactured and 

complete products. with co-engineering, the use of fully-automated 

sheet metal processing machines, welding and spot-welding robots, 

its own powder coating equipment and assembly facilities, goma offers 

a range of options for the production of housings and casings for 

different markets in the netherlands and abroad.

goma decided to further innovate its production process by applying 

the 5s method. in the context of the syntens -tno sme programme, 

it was implemented with the help of tno under the auspices of the 

achterhoeks centrum voor technologie (act).

organizing work places

5s stands for sort, set in order, shine, standardize, and sustain. 

the 5s method focuses on organizing the materials, tools, resources, 

and information in a work place so that activities can be carried out 

more efficiently – with less searching around for items and less handling 

of the materials through a practical layout.

GOMA
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together with the employees, tno examined the various work places in 

every department in the company. the sessions were always preceded 

by an introduction to the 5s method, so that everyone was persuaded 

of the benefits. the non-relevant materials and resources were then 

identified and removed. agreements were made on what action to take 

on better arranging the materials in each work place and on keeping 

records of equipment and tools. suggestions were also made regarding 

improving incoming and outgoing routes and storage.

in order to maintain the momentum of the improvement process, a panel  

was placed in each department with an illustration of the original 

situation, the improvements that had been made, and a to-do list that 

is reviewed on a periodic basis. 

“in any company process, there are always people who embrace new 

developments immediately and others who prefer a more wait-and-see 

approach,” says goma production manager Jos beunk and process 

engineer luc peelen. “that’s why we put together a small team of 

foremen who will keep their eyes on each other and make periodical 

critical evaluations of departments and work places. we are highlighting 

the assembly department as an example to our other colleagues.”
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“ thanks to tno’s involvement in ouR pRoduction pRocess 

we discoveRed that theRe aRe still gains to be made 

in designing and oRganizing ouR pRocess even moRe 

efficiently and flexibly.” 

 
foppe atema, director at goma
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puttIng people fIrst 
In the desIgn of 
effIcIent and healthy 
Work places

in the context of the tno sme knowledge transfer programme in 

cooperation with syntens, several companies utilized the expertise 

of tno in improving the design and layout of their work places. 

the physical organization of the work and the internal logistical process 

of material supply and removal to and from the work place were the 

focus of this improvement process. the experiences from the project 

were then shared with other stakeholders at industry meetings. 

Aqualectra, based in heerhugowaard and emmen, is a producer of high-

quality electrical switchboards and operating panels, and a supplier of 

knowledge, services, and total solutions for energy distribution, control 

technology, and industrial and building automation.

Brink Climate Systems in staphorst is a manufacturer and supplier of 

indoor climate solutions for homes and utility buildings

Contour in winterswijk specializes in precision  sheet metal and module 

construction, with a clear focus on machine frames, containers, 

packaging, machine housing, and electrical modules and equipment. 

as the supplier and partner to original equipment manufacturers, 

the company is mostly active in western europe.

sensor suit

in order to maintain a competitive production environment in the 

netherlands, a healthy and productive work place, together with a 

demand-driven flow process, are essential. a healthy and productive 

work place is determined by such factors as the product design, 

component delivery by suppliers, the logistics process, resources, 

and the behaviour of the employees. influencing the behaviour factor, 

in order to reduce the physical work load of employees for instance, 

is the most difficult aspect. when designing or redesigning work places, 

the behaviour factor should therefore be minimized, and instead the 

focus should be on the physical layout, the organization of the work, 

and the logistics process with respect to materials delivery to the 

workplace. 

AquAlectrA, Brink climAte SyStemS, contour 
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when designing and evaluating work places, tno uses the 3d ergomix 

and aple (automatic physical load evaluation) instruments. the 3d 

ergomix allows employees to work in their future 3d work place with the 

help of 3d visualization software and a 3d sensor suit. this means that 

the most important problem areas can be established and resolved at 

an early stage. using the same sensor suit and on the basis of the most 

important relevant guidelines, the aple quickly and automatically 

evaluates the physical burden. checks can therefore be made in the 

work place as to whether a situation is green (safe), or orange or red 

(unsafe and chance of being physically overburdened).

less physical load during assembly 

aqualectra was already in the process of changing the layout and 

organization of its production process, and in the context of the project 

the ergonomic aspects were included as an integral part of that process. 

the most outstanding ergonomic problem areas involved employees 

lifting heavy panels during assembly and then mounting the panels in a 

forward bending position. together with tno, a project team redesigned 

the work place, and included a universal assembly vehicle and a flexible 

material carrier. a balancer is used for putting the panels directly into 

the units without the need for employees to lift them. the evaluation of 

the new work place design by the aple software and the sensor suit 

showed that employees no longer needed to bend or twist their backs. 

aqualectra has since discovered that the new work place design is 

making a significant contribution to reducing handling times and that 

it has a beneficial effect on the health of the production employees. 

director tom stringer summarizes the results for his company: 

“the most positive results of the project are less physical load during 
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AquAlectrA, Brink climAte SyStemS, contour 

assembly work and more focus on the employees. the steps that have 

been taken contribute to people’s enjoyment in their work, reduce failure 

costs, cut the time needed to learn and to do the work, and enhance 

quality.”

flexible deployment

a team from brink climate systems and tno worked jointly on a new 

design of the line and of the work place for the production of ventilation 

equipment. a flexible production concept was developed in which 

employees can work in different locations. this enables the line to 

deal with a mix of multiple models and with differences in production 

numbers. there are also fixed locations for preassembled products 

so that they can be attached to the end-product without physically 

overburdening employees. 

flexible work place design

contour was prompted to make changes by the condition of the long-

existing assembly department, where large quantities of material 

littered the floor. in the old situation, employees spent a lot of their time 

carrying materials. a new design was made in conjunction with tno for 

a flexible assembly cell with a logical organization and with fewer items 

on the floor, and where people could work quickly and efficiently at a 

proper working height. Jan van der kolk, an engineer at contour, says, 

“i was inspired by the layout of the work place at brink climate systems, 

and will be making the same changes at contour.”
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productIon  
lead tIMe halved 

aim – advanced instruments manufacturing – found that the original 

set-up of its production line led to insufficient flow and flexibility. with 

the help of tno, aim succeeded in changing the design and the layout of 

the flow assembly line, and achieved its objective of reducing its 

production lead time by 50%.

aim – advanced instruments manufacturing – specializes in the 

production and assembly of high-quality medical equipment and 

instruments for various customers. the added value that aim brings 

is its ability to produce flexibly for a very competitive cost-price and 

to meet worldwide quality standards for the production of medical 

equipment. the company has fifty employees and is based in brunssum.

on behalf of tsci (the surgical company international), aim produces 

and tests the mistral air (ma+), a device that is marketed in combination 

with a sterile blanket made of an innovative material. the mistral air 

actively heats patients during operations. since the start, the number 

at aim has grown from around one hundred devices a month to three 

hundred in 2012, and this is expected to rise to about one thousand 

every month.

insufficient flow and flexibility

a problem with the original version of the production line was the 

insufficient flow and flexibility. extra transport to separate test areas, 

interim storage during production, and the handling of parts hindered 

any reasonable flow of products. in addition, demand is highly variable, 

AdvAnced Instruments mAnufActurIng 
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AdvAnced Instruments mAnufActurIng 

ranging from fifty to three hundred items per week. aim’s objective for 

this project was to reduce its production lead time (for assembly and 

testing) by 50%, and to increase its ‘scaling up time’ from fifty to three 

hundred items a week within five working days. with the help of tno, 

aim and its customer tsci spent a number of sessions working on the 

set-up of a new assembly line, including work places for the ma+ 

equipment.

improved product design 

during the analysis of the existing assembly process, time-consuming 

and laborious aspects of dealing with the product design were also 

critically examined. it transpired, for example, that sealing the housing 

took up a lot of time. it was also necessary to store items during the 

production process to allow them to dry. after the purchase of the 

appropriate equipment, the drying can now take place in  the line, 

immediately after testing. also, it used to be the case that sensors were 

fitted first and then embedded after the assembly process. this then 

required time to dry out, which again led to the need for interim storage. 

by making changes to the housing (mould) and by using specific tools, 

it is now possible to completely embed the sensors at the start, and 

then fit them to the device. the improvements to the product design 

were incorporated directly into the set-up of the ‘flow line’ so that both 

assembly and testing have become easier.
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innovations in the flow line

changes in the test software allowed for a completely automated test. 

the dependence on environmental factors such as temperature was 

also reduced. this means that testing can be done on the new version 

of the line instead of on each individual batch in a separate conditioned 

room. that reduces the need for transport and the use of space, and 

saves time. it also means that any errors can immediately be fed back.  

the assembly flow line has been set up in such a way that material, pre-

assembled items and tools are immediately available. other proposed 

improvements concerned the packaging, among other things. smarter 

packaging now means that forty devices can be placed on a pallet, 

rather than eighteen, as before, which makes an enormous difference 

in transport costs to countries like america.

the desired flexibility in terms of manpower has been achieved by 

operating two production lines. one line operates continuously at the 

minimum level necessary, but the rate of production can be changed on 

a daily basis by bringing in extra manpower, and by adding the extra line 

output can be further increased within five days.

“ thanks to the changes to the design and the stRuctuRe 

of the flow line, we have achieved ouR obJective in 

Relation to Reducing the pRoduction lead time (the time 

foR assembly and testing). it also means we can meet 

fluctuating demand, and it should not be foRgotten 

eitheR that quality contRol has become easieR thRough 

one piece flow-based assembly and a moRe systematic 

woRk flow which in tuRn has simplified the pRoduction 

of ul ceRtified devices.” 

 
peter Rindt, director and owner of aim
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25% greater 
productIvIty 
thanks to More 
effIcIent layout

tno joined forces with aanpassingsbedrijf bierman to bring about a 

more efficiently structured production process for wheelchair transport 

conversion kits for cars and buses. as a result, the company succeeded 

in increasing its productivity by 25%.

aanpassingsbedrijf bierman in nieuw-vennep has been active in the 

automotive industry for more than sixty years. the firm specializes in 

modifying cars and buses for transporting wheelchair users, individuals 

and groups alike. several hundred conversion kits are produced every 

year and built into vehicles by car dealers throughout europe, and that 

number is steadily rising. bierman is an approved manufacturer for 

Renault (kangoo) and volkswagen (caddy).

the conversion sets consist of 

a fibre-reinforced plastic floor 

as the support, onto which the 

components are then mounted. 

the production stages include 

laminating, finishing, assem-

bling and packaging. in the  

previous situation, there was a 

great deal of extra handling and 

storage between these succes-

sive stages, and the work also 

entailed physically demanding 

activities at different work  

process locations. 

Bierman aanpassingsBedrijf

“ thanks to the impRoved pRoduction pRocess, we have 

achieved an incRease in pRoduction of oveR 25% peR week 

with the same numbeR of people, compaRed with the 

oRiginal situation,” says bieRman technician kees leltz. 

“cReating suppoRt among the employees was an impoRtant 

pRecondition.”
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practical exercises

the company management and employees worked alongside tno on 

improving the production process. process schemes were drawn up, 

the flow of materials in the company layout was analysed and the 

number of work places established, while also taking an increase in 

production capacity into account. tno held practical exercises with 

the employees in order to familiarize them with the batch and flow 

production process principles. the possibilities for adapting the product 

design for the sake of simplifying the assembly process were also 

examined. the construction parts for attaching belts are now included 

before the laminating process, for example, whereas in the original 

situation the heavy product had to be tilted by two people to mount 

these parts.

more in flow

now that most of the changes have been implemented, products are 

handled in flow, resulting in a clear overview of the production process. 

in addition, less space is needed, there is less handling, and the 

physical load  on employees is reduced. material storage locations 

have been set up for the supply of individual components. measures 

have also been taken to speed up the hardening process, while others 

are underway to reduce the need for the processing  of laminated 

constructions. 
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resIlIence In the 
sheet Metal Industry 

together with tno, five companies in the tno sme technology cluster on 

flexible working have agreed on an approach for increasing the flexibility 

of their employees. we report on three of the companies, all of which are 

affiliated to the ‘federatie metaalplaat’ (the sheet metal federation, or 

fdp). the results vary from autonomous teams to flexible working hours.

Thomas Regout in maastricht is a leading international player in the 

market for slide rail systems for use in bank systems and office 

equipment.

De Cromvoirtse in oisterwijk is a supplier to the metal processing industry 

in the netherlands. custom-made steel, stainless steel, and aluminium 

parts can be ordered seven days a week, 24 hours a day, via the internet.

De Boer Machines in wijchen is involved with the development, production, 

assembly and overhaul of pressing equipment for the brick industry. 

the company also manufactures, assembles and installs customer-

specific machinery (see also page 10)

varying market demand

increasing productivity, flexibility and innovation are key in the sheet 

metal industry. it is these elements that enable the industry to maintain 

Thomas RegouT, De CRomvoiRTse, De BoeR maChines 

“ foR fdp membeR companies in the manufactuRing industRy, 

tno’s pRagmatic attitude is appealing. that ‘down-to-eaRth’ 

appRoach makes all the diffeRence when it comes 

to woRking with industRy: 

no complicated textbooks oR 

models, Just veRy accessible 

infoRmation explained with a 

motivational touch. most fiRms 

aRe convinced of the impoRtance 

of incReasing pRoductivity and 

flexibility in theiR oRganization. 

but too often, they do little oR 

nothing about it.” 

 
frederik lodeizen, director fdp
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its position on the european market. in order to remain competitive, 

organizations and employees have to move with the times. that 

involves, among other things, dealing with varying market demand. 

the more a company is able to adapt its workforce, the structure of its 

processes and the skills of its employees, the easier it can deal with 

fluctuating market demand. any measures taken, of course, should be 

related to the nature of that market demand. however, the availability 

of employees and the complexity of the product also play a part in 

determining what measures should be taken.

flexible working in self-governing teams

the first autonomous team was set up at thomas Regout in January 

2012. eighteen people now have responsibility ‘from metal conveyor 

belt to customer product’. working in a team automatically means 

everyone is jointly responsible for the end product. the quality and the 

lead time are important to the customer, and therefore to the team. 

in order to succeed, the team members have to be prepared to take 

over each other’s duties, to move to wherever the need is most pressing, 

and to be flexible in terms of working hours. in practice, production has 

increased, while the number of errors has fallen. of course, this does 

not happen simply by itself. for the employees, this method of working 

took a great deal of getting used to, but they were assisted in the 

process through various instructional sessions and guidance on the 

work floor. for example, a special session with tno was organized in 

which lean production was practised in the chain of successive stages 

in the process. the line managers also receive special training; they 

have been given a different, more coaching, role. other departments 

now view the freedom of the team with a certain degree of envy.

“ we had to oveRcome a lot of Resistance,  

but no-one wants to go back now.” 
 
Ruud keulen, director of operations at thomas Regout
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Thomas RegouT, De CRomvoiRTse, De BoeR maChines 

training and developing

in this context, having flexible employees who can be deployed in a wide 

range of tasks means being able to flexibly adapt to market demand. 

given that market demand at de cromvoirtse is somewhat changeable, 

it is essential that employees are capable of operating in different 

areas. de cromvoirtse has created an overview of all employees and 

their skills, using a matrix in which the machines are grouped according 

to their weight category. for each employee the degree to which they are 

able to operate the machine is stated, along with whether they possess 

sufficient knowledge and skills to do so, and whether they are able to 

plan other work duties or help solve problems. effectively, the team 

leader generates an overview of the ‘weak’ points in his team. the 

overview also helps promote discussions on continued growth and 

developments; many skills can be developed further. de cromvoirtse 

provides a lot of support in this area, in the form of learning tracks and 

coaching on the work floor. 

“ the competency matRix opens up  

the discussion on caReeR paths.” 
 
anja aerts, p&o advisor at de cromvoirtse 
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flexible working hours

the most important purpose of a time bank is to make a business more 

flexible. employees work extra hours during busier periods, and fewer 

hours when things are quieter. the level of work at de boer machines 

varies, with the peaks and troughs spread out over several months or 

even a year. has de boer machines managed to introduce a time bank 

for this complex situation? “yes,” says herbert aalbers, the deputy 

operations director, “in close consultations with the employee 

representative body, we have introduced a scheme that stretches out 

over several years. leave hours that are accumulated in one year do 

not have to be taken in that same year, and vice versa. it means that 

de boer machines has created a flexible scheme that can spread out 

those peaks and troughs over a longer period of time. calculations by 

tno have shown that we can expect savings on wages of around 5%. 

this will help strengthen our competitive position, but equally important 

is the growing realization among employees and managers alike that in 

this day and age, flexibility is needed in order to survive. as a conces-

sion to the employees, it has been agreed to provide compen sation in 

the form of extra leave hours; in addition, individual arrangements are 

available for each employee.”

“ the situation was veRy uRgent. ouR suRvival depends on 

the intRoduction of the time bank.” 

 
herbert aalbers, deputy director of operations at de boer machines

ROADMAP FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY 
PROCESS

FLEXIBILITY  
PRODUCTION CAPACITY

FLEXIBILITY 
EMPLOYEES

 Flow production
 FlexFlow 
  Flexibility in  

supply chain
 Delivery time, lead time
 Lean manufacturing
  ........

 Timebank
 Overtime regulation
 Employee lend out
 Work timetable
 Temporary hire
  ........

 Large Employable
 Self governing
 Flexible workhours
  ........

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

CURRENT SITUATION

 Well organised
 Poor organised
 Bad organised

1. Set objective
2.  Look at the resources to meet objective
3.  Evaluate the utilization of resources       
4.  Communicate disered changes
5.  Implement and monitor results

sources t
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ManufacturIng  
InnovatIon –  
the tno approach 

the activities undeRtaken by tno in Relation to pRoduction  

innovation foR the manufactuRing industRy involve a 

wide Range of instRuments and tools that aRe deployed 

inteRactively with the Relevant paRties in the company 

in question. this is the only way to cReate acceptance 

and momentum within a company foR actually putting 

tno’s expeRtise into action, and to conceive innovations 

that will have an impact. tno’s knowledge and tools, and 

the means by which they aRe used in the manufactuRing 

industRy, aRe descRibed in gReateR detail in this chapteR.

optimization supply chain

cooperation in chains is the basis for increasing competitive strength, 

in both product and process innovation. a crucial factor is the bringing 

together of added value in the area of technology, materials, 

and processes, and the optimization of the integrated costs of the 

pooled expertise. the degree to which a customer can operate flexibly 

is determined by how flexible his suppliers are. being able to deliver 

quickly requires a capacity to adapt on the part of your suppliers. this 

means carefully seeking out the right balance between short lead times, 

stock levels, and flexibility when changing from one process to another.  

Order lead time

Addition of value

Focus on the �ow of orders and reduction of waste,
in one’s own company and in cooperation with suppliers

Part supply

Completion of orders through the
primary company process and supply chain Customer

Shorter delivery time

Consistent quality

Low costs

High �exibility

Advanced technology

Short time-to-market 

from the order preparation stage all the way to the completion of the 

order, value is added to the components and the final  product. this can 

be in the form of hours, materials, or parts purchased from a supplier. 

the lead time is directly proportional to capital resources and the ability 

to deliver to customers in a short time. it means that the lead time 

forms a very important factor that can enhance competitive strength 

as well as the capital position of the company.
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suppliers can best tailor their operations accordingly, primarily by coordi-

nating their successive disciplines in order processing at an early stage. 

an additional challenge in this regard is to have the flexibility to be able 

to supply small batches or individual items based on the customer’s 

needs in a short time, and to incorporate expertise on manufacturing 

feasibility at an early stage of the customer’s product design phase.

Reducing order lead time and reducing waste

being able to operate quickly and flexibly in the manufacturing industry 

requires a focus on the flow of orders and on reducing waste, in both 

your own company’s processes and the supply chain. this focus is 

crucial for being able to deliver components and final products to the 

customer in a short time, as well as for getting it right the first time.

experience shows that many orders are, as it were, ‘left lying around’ 

during the lead time, often because certain processes are not properly 

optimized. this occurs during both the order preparation and completion 

stages, and the amount of ‘waiting’ time can be as much as 75% of the 

total lead time. 

 

in the projects it runs with organizations, tno aims to make lead times 

visible and quantifiable. the involvement of every company discipline in 

this is essential in order to ensure that everyone is pulling in the same 

direction and to make the lead time transparent. for a number of typical 

sample orders, we jointly identify the moments at which successive 

processes in the chain are ready, and determine the length of time 

needed for each stage to be completed. then, together with the 

company team, we devise ways of making orders run more smoothly. 

examples include preparing specifications at an earlier stage, setting 

deadlines by which parts have to be ordered, a better overview of overall 

order planning, clearer distinctions between the processing of standard 

and special orders, orders being issued more evenly, structuring the 

production process more smartly to allow orders to proceed more 

smoothly between successive processing stages, smarter organization 

of the process by which critical production machines are converted from 

one product to another, and so on.

making the order lead time and each stage of the processing time 
quantifiable

Acceptance
of order 

5

2 6 1 5 4 2 1

15 2 8

2 15

10 3 1

Engineeering
Assembly Testing

Preparation
for shipping

Times at which each stage is completed

Process
planning of
standard

parts 
Part 

Manufacturing 

Ordering
order-speci�c
components

Delivery of
order-speci�c
components

Critical path in order lead time           D = 51 days

Processing time for each stage
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waste is everything that takes time and incurs costs but without adding 

any value. tno carries out observations in the process and uses a 

checklist for identifying eight types of waste in the company: producing 

more than what the customer has asked for, waiting, too much transport, 

too much storage, too much processing, too much movement, errors and 

recovery work, insufficient use of employees’ knowledge. 

we run through this checklist together with the employees in the 

company and give a score. the results are used as the basis for the 

task of devising solutions for reducing the waste that has been 

identified (lean).

Reducing the time needed for change over from one manufacturing order 

to  another

customers are asking for ever-shorter product delivery times in increa-

singly smaller batch sizes. meanwhile, final products are becoming more 

and more varied. new product generations are appearing in rapid suc-

cession - an effect of continual product innovations - and product life-

cycles are steadily getting shorter. as far as the manufacture of compo-

nents is concerned, this means a shift from producing in large batch 

sizes  with large quantities of intermediate stocks to demand-driven 

manufacturing  in smaller batch sizes. in other words, gone are the days 

of grouping large orders together and bringing orders forward in order to 

keep the number of times that machines had to be changed over  as low 

as possible. the same applies to manufacturing components surplus to 

what has been ordered so that they are in stock – which will  result in  

delay of other orders. 

to restrict stock costs, production machines and the way in which 

production is organized should be highly flexible. competition in the 

manufacturing industry requires top-level performance when it comes 

to machine conversions. the organization of tools for processing 

and measuring, and for configuring the machinery, as well as cnc 

programmes and the supply and removal of materials, should be carried 

out smartly and in parallel in order to deploy capital-intensive manu-

facturing  resources for smaller batch sizes in an efficient manner. 

the first thing needed here is an understanding by the employees of 

the importance of order flow in the context of optimizing processes at 

individual work places. 

increasing flexibility and production capacity by smarter change over 
to next orders 

Change over time

• Configuration 
 of machinery
• Tools
• Products
 

• Machinery 
 fixturing method 
• Tools
• Process 
 conditions
• Work method

• Fixturing Tools 
• Manufacturing Tools
• NC programme
• Handling 
 equipment
• Pallet / tray

• Configuration
 of machinery
• Placement 
 of tools 
• Setting up 
 process 
 parameters
 

• First product test 
 and inspection, 
 refinement process 
 conditions 

Processing
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product A

Collecting 
resources
and tools 

Set up
machine 

Test run
Processing
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product B

Disassembly
of fixture 

Preparing
next

order B 
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in its joint projects with organizations, tno and the employees from the 

organization in question focus on the need to make the set-up process  

of machines  flexible. we establish the details of the current process at 

work places that are critical to capacity, and together with the 

employees, we devise proposals for improvement and estimate what 

their effect will be. this is followed by a plan of action by which the most 

feasible solutions can be achieved. in many cases, reductions in set-up 

times of around 50% have been shown to be possible. the result is 

immediate benefits in terms of greater production capacity, faster order 

flow, more efficient production, and lower stock levels.

Reducing disruptions to production and assembly

we use the diagram below to identify and reduce disruptions to 

production processes, such as in the case of the manufacturing  of 

sheet metal, machining, welding and assembly. each process is 

systematically analysed in terms of the availability and quality of 

material, information, resources, and people needed.

 

what kind of disruptions occur during manufacturing  
as a result of deficiencies in the order preparation stage?

Availability?

Quality?

Manufacturing
process

Availability?

Quality?

Availability?

Quality?

Availability?

Quality?

Information
- order speci�cation
- drawing
- planning, etc.

Resources
- machines
- work locations
- tools
- etc.

People

Materials
Product

lean order processing

in practice, the inadequate preparation of quotes and inefficient 

processing of orders through the engineering, process planning, and 

purchasing trajectory lead to unexpected events during production and 

assembly and, consequently, to increased failure costs. disruptions can 

lean starts as early as the quotation stage

Quotation and 
calculation 

Preparation of order,
engineering, 
planning, purchasing, 
process planning

Confirmation
of order 

Start of
manufacturing

Date of
delivery

Customer Part 
manufacturing/
assembly

Check:  
- speci�cation
- lead time
- supplies
- manpower

Early coordination of:   
- ordering parts 
 and tools critical 
 for delivery 
- order schedule
- availability of 
 materials, tools 
 and information
- manufacturability 
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be reduced by assessing the risks associated with the order 

specifications at an earlier stage, by making the intended order process 

from beginning to end more visible, by evaluating the feasibility of 

engineering and supply milestones at an earlier stage, and by checking 

on the availability of required manpower. tno uses a checklist for 

identifying the most important bottlenecks in the order preparation 

process and their causes. this is used as a basis for defining options 

for improvement.  

design reviews, modular product structuring, assembly-friendly design

greater flexibility and shorter lead times in  the order preparation and 

realisation phases  can be achieved by using modularity in the product 

and process structure. this means that different final products can 

be built using flexible methods through the smart configuration of 

the product range. modularity results in opportunities voor  parallel 

structures. parallel structures  provides a means for considerably 

shortening the lead time of the total process, as long as there is 

sufficient manpower and space. modularity also makes it possible to 

base entire sub-modules, such as sheet metal frames, power units, 

and control cabinets (as well as the purchase of materials needed for  

these aspects), at specialized suppliers, thereby enabling the 

manufacturer to concentrate fully on the remaining aspects. modularity 

also requires a clear demarcation of drawings and bills of materials at 

the engineering stage and correspondingly complete units that can be 

assembled and possibly  inspected. modularity can also contribute 

towards a higher level of service and installation, as service-sensitive 

parts can be exchanged quickly.  

 

Example
Modular product structuring
Coachwork
- chassis
- �oor
- sides
- front 
- rear portal
- roof
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shorter time-to-market through parallel product and process development 

Time-to-
market 

Product
development

Technology
development 

Process
development 

detail

concept

detail

concept

Earlier coordination of 
product design and process:  

– more project-based in  
 multidisciplinary teams

– with partners in the  
 supply chain

Both in concept stage 
and detail design:  

– design review of risks 
 of the function

– but also review of 
 modular product 
 structure, assembly 
 process (MAS) and 
 simplicity in assembly.

for streamlining the product design, including the process, tno uses 

the mas work instrument (assembly process scheme, page 62). mas is 

a graphic representation of successive and parallel process stages, 

including timing estimates. it can be used to weigh up alternatives to 

the product structure  and the structure of the process in terms of their 

effects on lead times and productivity, at both concept level and during 

the detailed development stage.  

when analysing a product design, or draft product design, tno also 

uses the product design for (flow) assembly checklist, which contains a 

series items such as modular product structure, the exchangeability of 

modules and parts, reducing the number and variety of parts, simplicity 

of handling and positioning. it is important that every company discipline 

is involved in this from an early stage, and preferably also the supply 

partners on account of their specific knowledge of the feasibility of 

manufacturing technology. the result is that everyone pulls in the same 

direction from an early stage, which helps prevent costly modifications 

later on.  

productstructure – workinstructions wi 

Complete to assemble 
and to test unit  

�nal product

m-module

m-sub

e-module In case of machine building:
work- and testinstructions 
for each assembly

In case of �ow assembly:
work- and testinstructions
for each zone/workstation

Assembly oriented product structure Work instruction for each assembly

WI

WI

WI
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mas - assembly process scheme
tool for streamlining product structure and process 
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work and test instructions

the aforementioned mas work instrument is also used when structuring 

work instructions. work and test instructions form an increasingly 

important link for teaching and safeguarding critical process infor-

mation, and for making it transferable. we make a distinction between 

basic instructions for teaching, and order-specific instructions for 

supporting customer-specific situations. tno also operates guidelines 

for transferring information using text or images, so that the information 

is more appropriately tailored to the task at hand. 

the experience, ages, knowledge, skills, backgrounds and languages 

of employees can vary considerably. this requires flexibility when it 

comes to teaching and instructing, which is why work instructions are 

increasingly frequently set out in a modular manner, and applied in 

accordance with the degree of experience of the employees.

example workinstruction

source: ikea
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optimum design of  process flow and work places

whether improving an existing production and assembly structure or 

setting up a new one, tno always attaches particular importance to 

the combination of smooth order flow and the efficient and healthy task 

execution by the manufacturing  employees.

in the case of part  manufacturing, this may concern the transition from 

a functional structure (like turning department, milling department, 

welding department) to a manufacturing cell based around a product 

group, in which a team processes parts  in a common sequence using a 

group of processing machinery.

with regard to assembly, the assignment may concern the transition 

from batch-based to flexible flow assembly for a variable mix of products, 

but it could also entail the layout of a new factory.

demand Flow assembly for a productmix

Zone 1
final assembly

Zone 2
final assembly

Zone 3
testing

Zone 4
preparation for shipping

sub-assy
(+ test)

sub
sub

sub

as the basis for the design of the new structure according to demand 

flow, tno always uses a matrix of product types, intended quantities, 

required process stages, and the actual work at each stage. then, for 

each product group, the mas method is used for examining the 

successive process stages as value is added, both sequentially and in 

parallel. with the help of demand flow calculations, we establish how 

many and what types of work places are needed. we then look at 

material locations, resources, and the amount of space that will be 

taken up. alternatives for process flow and transport are also compared 
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and considered, and the solution with the greatest chance of success is 

then selected, after which we examine the most logical sequence of 

work places. we also look at the structure of the individual work places, 

so that the work can be carried out as efficiently as possible. 

we use checklists for evaluating both the process layout and the 

ergonomic design of work places, and tools are available for analysing 

and improving the ergonomics of the work places. for example, we use 

ergomix for positioning employees in virtual and 3d drawings of the work 

place, and for evaluating their actions (see the work place design case 

elsewhere in this book). 

analysis and design workplaces using ergomix

5s – order and neatness on the work floor

applying the 5s method leads to order and neatness on the work floor, 

both in manufacturing  areas and in offices. the five s’s stand for sort, 

set in order, shine, standardization and sustain; the method clarifies the 

need to organize the efficient use of work places, machines, resources, 

tools, material locations, and documents.

in any project, tno takes a pragmatic approach, starting with a look at 

the work places, working together with the employees. action labels are 

attached to objects in the work places, stating whether they should be 

removed or placed in order. signs at the entrance highlight the progress 

being made, and the original situation and the improved situation are 

both depicted. periodic internal audits are held to make sure that efforts 

at creating order and neatness are maintained.

using employees more flexibly

more demand-driven production in short lead times, and with limited 

stocks, represents a tough challenge for an organization (in terms of its 

own processes and delivery) and requires dedication on the part of 

employees. tno has the expertise that can enhance the flexibility of an 

organization and the flexible deployment of employees, and coordinate 

them according to changing market conditions. we run through a 

number of scenarios involving various flexibility measures, and make a 

cost-benefit calculation of each scenario. for example, this allows a 
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company to determine whether or not it should operate a time bank and 

to what degree, while perhaps taking on flexible employees at the same 

time. it also enables companies to decide the optimum ratio of 

permanent and flexible employees. we use a competency or 

deployability matrix to highlight multi-deployability – showing which 

employees can perform which tasks, and whether they can do so 

unsupervised or not. this serves as a starting point for training 

programmes (see the ‘Resilience in the sheet metal industry’ case 

elsewhere in this book).

 

further development of our expertise  

7 drivers for success in the manufacturing industry.

in de management  journal mt – management team of march 2013, 

seven drivers for success are indicated:

•	 	To	be	a	specialist	in	a	particular	market,	product	or	technology.	That	

means innovation with a consistent strategic focus.

•	 	High	level	of	qualified	management	able	to	invoke	employees	to	

realise the company vision.

•	 	Create	trust	within	the	company	structure	in	order	to	enhance	

cooperation between internal and external disciplines. 

•	 	Management	of	the	manufacturing	supply	chain,	create	partnership.

•	 	Overtake	care	from	the	customer	,	like	logistics	for	product	modules,	

maintenance, etc.

•	 	Do	not	only	compete	on	price.	Focus	at	more	added	value.

•	 	Sustainability	will	become	increasingly	important.	Develop	a	long	

term vision.

in the light of these market developments, tno will continue to expand 

its expertise and tools in the next few years in collaboration with 

industry in the following areas: 

•	 	Optimization	of	manufacturing	supply	chain

•	 	Product	modularity	and	design	for	(dis)assembly,	maintenance,	(re)

manufacturing in order to reduce time to market and failure costs and 

to expand product life time (circular economy) 

•	 	Flexible	manufacturing	and	assembly	factories	and	organizations

•	 	Teaching	and	instruction,	to	ensure	optimum	knowledge	transfer	to	

employees

•	 	Interaction	between	people	and	machines	&	robots	in	automated	and	

hybrid production environments
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towaRds incReasing pRoductivity 
and flexibility in manufactuRing

with:

�  higher added value and reduction of waste (lean)

�  more efficient flow of orders in shorter lead time (flow)

�  optimization of co-operation in the supply chain

�  higher motivation and involvement of employees in multidisciplinary 

innovation processes

�  efficient preparation of orders through quotation, engineering, purchase 

and process planning (lean order processing)

�  smart organization of set-up process at manufacturing equipment

�  modular, assembly oriented product design (dfm – product design for 

manufacturing)

�  ergonomic workplaces for efficient and healthy task performance

�  sustainable employability for young and aged people

�  flexibility in employability

�  more effective training and application of work instructions to perform 

the task in zero defects

by: continuously  development and application of new expertise and tools 

for the manufacturing industry

together with: the tno team sustainable productivity & employability 

for the manufacturing industry  
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